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RMH Chamber - 2021 Municipal Elections Questions for Candidates 

Questions were built on information from the 2021 Municipal Election Priorities Survey. There is no space limit, we ask that you 
keep your answer to the topic noted. 

Please send your response by 9 a.m. Tuesday, October 12. Responses will be shared publicly the afternoon of Oct. 13. 

Cammie Laird – Response – October 7, 2021 

1. What have you done to prepare for the role you are campaigning for? 

As the current Division 2 Councillor, I have had the privilege to represent Clearwater County for the 
past 4 years, which has given me invaluable experience in the role. Prior to that I worked for 
Clearwater County in a management position for over 13 years, as well as several other 
municipalities spanning a 40-year career. These experiences have afforded me valuable insights into 
the administrative and operational side of the County. I have business and education degrees as well 
as several other management and leadership credentials which will continue to provide me with the 
skills to do the job well. I believe in lifelong learning and striving for constant improvement. My “Can 
Do” service attitude, will continue to provide me with a firm foundation for building a bright future 
we can all be proud of. I look forward to the opportunity to continue that work and build a vibrant 
community together. Together we will make a difference. 

 

2. How would you be transparent to your constituency and help to educate both the residents and 
council? 

I have taken my role as Councillor seriously, and actively engaged with the residents and key 
stakeholders to ensure I and our Council is connected to our community. I am friendly and 
approachable and am always pleased to discuss any perspectives and concerns as they may arise. A 
Councillor’s job, after all, is to make sure the Council works for the people who elected them. I 
know the value of active listening, engaging in meaningful conversations and ensuring your voices 
are heard and understood. I proudly advocate for our community and the people who live and work 
here. 

There is some confusion regarding “In-camera”, which is a legal term meaning “in private”. When 
council goes in-camera, it means that part of the council meeting (as defined in the Municipal 
Government Act (MGA)) is closed to the public. This is for confidential matters affecting to the 3L’s – 
Land, Legal, Labour, likely pertaining to contracts or personnel. I do not believe in “Secret Squirrel” 
activities and I will continue to ensure council is transparent and does not abuse this privilege. 
Council meetings are live streamed and recorded, which enables access to real-time governance and 
decision making in progress, further ensuring transparency. 

I understand that the residents have a strong sense of self and are active in the development of our 
community. Public consultation reinforces the public’s desire for increased communication and 
engagement. I understand that good governance starts with a mandate from the people, and that 
continued engagement and open communication is required to ensure Council remains on track and 
maintains community support. Council needs to exemplify a set of guiding principles and best 
practices that instill trust and confidence in the Council’s leadership; as a municipal leader and 
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partner, but also as a role model in the community; through accountability, transparency, 
community engagement and communications, and demonstrate continuous improvement.  

 

3. How would you address the three top priorities as recognized by the Rocky Chamber Membership? 

a. Economic Development 

We need to attract a diversity of entrepreneurs and new business investment to our community, as 
well as proving awareness and growth opportunity to existing businesses to ensure our community 
is sustainable and viable. We should be utilizing our County and related partners websites to provide 
access to helpful tools like partner resources, interactive data, business directory listings, and real 
estate opportunities. We can champion our area’s natural resources and showcase our community 
attractions and business. Additionally, we can showcase area options with new opportunities for 
commercial, industrial, and agri-business development. Given that all medium and large companies 
start small, we need to place further emphasis on small and home-based businesses and provide key 
information on the lifestyle and amenities; that our region can offer. With effective collaboration we 
can showcase Clearwater County, and our municipal and indigenous partners communities as a 
great place to live, work and conduct business, and play. 

“Our Future” a phrase we hear often but is frequently used without a full understanding of the 
implications. A key economic driver for our community is connectivity. We need to level the playing 
field for our community to move from disadvantaged to advantaged, to compete in the world 
market.  Reliable high-speed internet can be utilized to connect homes, farms, and businesses 
throughout our County in various ways, that will enhance our quality of life now and for years to 
come. Reliable high-speed internet infrastructure is critical infrastructure that is vital to the 
sustainability and future of rural Alberta.  

 

b.  Regional Collaboration 

While we recognize that there are obvious differences in philosophies and expectations for services 
between rural and urban neighbours our community is stronger together. I hear a lot about 
intermunicipal partnerships and how it should work. Being a partner takes real work and a desire to 
collaborate openly and seek win, win outcomes. It will be our job to re-build bridges that divide rural 
and urban perspectives through meaningful discussions and collaborate on agreements that make 
sense. I will advocate for championing projects that strengthen our community’s future and 
promote healthy relationships with our neighboring municipalities and indigenous communities, so 
all can thrive. We aren’t moving anywhere; and We are stronger together. 

 
c. Crime and Community Safety 

Our community like many other communities are extremely concerned for our personal safety due 
to escalating levels and severity of property crime creating an environment where we feel 
vulnerable in our own homes and community. This is not acceptable.  I will continue to advocate 
with our Council and key stakeholders such as Rural Municipalities of Alberta (RMA) to promote 
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meaningful discussions with provincial and federal governments to develop and implement 
strategies and initiatives to: 

1. Prevent and combat crime,  

2. Punish and educate those convicted of committing crime in a manner that will maximize 
deterrence, 

3. Review and reform the criminal justice system including sentencing restructuring; to stop repeat 
offenders. We need to Stop the “Revolving Door”. 

I will also actively support local initiatives to enhance our community safety such as: 

1. Supporting local organizations who promote public safety such as, Clearwater Community Crime 
Watch, School Recourse Officers, Community Peace Officers for visibility in the community. 

2. Assist in tracing of offenders’ activities such as “Light Catch” app., 
3. Supporting effective programs like a local drug treatment and rehabilitation center, such as the 

proposed “Mother Turtle” lodge. This would come with programs to effectively manage the 
growing drug abuse related problems afflicting our community. 

We need real actions not catchy phases and lip service. 

 

4. How would you assist with establishment of new businesses, events and promoting tourism in our 
community? 

Optimization of the County’s and other Regional existing economic base and promoting 
opportunities for economic diversification. Encourage economic synergies and continue to support 
tourism initiatives. Reliable highspeed internet is a primary means of promoting existing businesses 
and creating and establishing new enterprise, enhancing agriculture, job creation, improving 
environment stewardship, learning opportunities, providing health care, promoting events, 
stimulating tourism opportunities, and connecting to each other, to compete in the world market. 
Creation of a tourism thinktank by partnering with key stakeholders and organizations in our 
community such as the, Chamber of Commerce and the David Thompson Regional Tourism groups, 
to encourage, businesses and entrepreneurs to strategically collaborate on considering events and 
attractions showcasing our area and community. This would include identification of key niche 
tourism opportunities such as: Agri-tourism, culinary (Farm to Table), sports, festivals, trails 
enhancements, aboriginal tourism, and guided experiences. We are only limited by our imagination. 

 

5.  What do you believe are your municipalities three main priorities for the incoming council? 

County and regional viability and sustainability are top priority. 
1. Understanding community needs and priorities and preserving necessary services will be more 

important than ever for council to consider, with an uncertain tax base. Provide sound fiscal 
prudence with the goal to maintaining low taxes. This can be accomplished with effective service 
level reviews. Council will need to balance budget and needs, while managing precious 
resources with common sense solutions. Management of the financial burden of municipal taxes 
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on rate payers may have the positive effect of reducing stressors while maintaining viable 
enterprises in our community with the opportunity for growth. 

2. We will need to consider reasonable approaches to municipal development and land use 
management including preservation of valuable agricultural land base. Pursuing opportunities 
for preservation of quality farmland, by encouraging responsible subdivision practices while 
allowing for agricultural diversification. The plan needs to reflect our community’s shared vision; 
with strong agricultural identity ensuring the protection of our rural environment, our region’s 
natural beauty and resources, while fostering opportunity and economic development including, 
diversification in a sustainable way. We need to set out a clear and shared vision and direction 
for our community’s future we can all be proud of. 

3. With the completion of the Regional Governance Study and findings indicating that the County 
and the Village of Caroline should explore amalgamation; it will be vital for both municipalities 
to consider best methods to move forward. Furthermore, council should be championing 
projects that strengthen our community’s future and promoting healthy relationships with our 
neighboring municipalities, so all can thrive. Collaboration and partnership opportunity’s will 
define our shared regional success story. 

 

6.  If elected, how do you plan to implement change?  

Each Council comes with a sense of renewed energy and typical change due to new fresh 
perspectives as new people join the Council team. Thoughtful strategic planning will provide the 
road map for the next 4 years. We can only meet our strategic goals if we manage the changes we 
are implementing as part of our strategic plan and related policies by working together. Our 
successful role as a change agent is achieved by being active and visible in our community; by 
providing supportive leadership, collaborative opportunities, and communicating directly to all 
involved. Collaboration is key; We can all achieve success by working together. 

 

 


